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1 Introdution
The main thrust of this researh projet is the searh for priniples of organiza-
tion inspired in biologial systems for the design of autonomous artiial systems.
Despite all the sienti/engineering eort in the last deades, biologial system-
s remain orders of magnitude more robust, adaptive and exible than artiial
systems [3℄. In this paper we introdue an autonomous robot BARTOLO (Be-
haviorally Adaptive Robot That Learns Objetives) that inorporates several of
these priniples of organization.
BARTOLO inorporates a visual system apable of robust objet segmentation
and reognition based on very adaptive neural priniples. More speially it
inludes synhronization in ortial strutures to segment dierent objets in the
visual eld and unsupervised learning of internal representations that allow to
disriminate between the dierent objets. The output from the pereptual system
undergoes a sensorimotor transformation to map from retinotopi oordinates
to motor oordinates. All the parameters required for the transformation are
learned by the robot while interating with the environment. The seletion of
motor ations is also a very adaptive proess inluding a reinforement learning
omponent.
Summarizing, many of the entral onerns in the design of autonomous agents
have been addressed in this researh projet, namely: sensing and pereption,
ation seletion, learning in autonomous robots, and so on. We lose the loop by
evaluating the robot against a quite omplex environment to show that many of
these priniples, even in primitive form, give rise to omplex emergent behavior.
Next we shall desribe the main omponentes and priniples of organization that
underly the design of BARTOLO. Due to spae onstraints we an only present in
shemati form several of the omponents that onstitute the whole system. The
environment BARTOLO inhabits is a typial researh laboratory, where we have
situated some boxes as obstales. Some of the boxes in the room have symbols
painted on them suh as rosses, bars at dierent orientations, and so on.
2 Components
The visual system of BARTOLO is omposed of three main elements: a pre-
proessing of the amera image and two neural networks whih ahieve robust and
exible segmentation and reognition through biologially plausible mehanisms.
[8℄ desribe in detail eah of the omponents following all the steps the image goes
through sine it is aptured by the amera until a deision is taken.
The sensorimotor system must transform objet oordinates in retinotopi s-
pae to ommand parameters in motor spae. Two oordinates need to be om-
puted in order to omplete the task in hand, namely, orientation angles and ap-
proah/avoidane distanes. Next we will desribe in some detail how both are
omputed as well as the learning mehanisms to tune the orresponding parame-
ters in harge of the omputations.
The motor system inorporates the following motor primitives (i.e. motor
shemas): forward f , bakward b, and orient  where f , b,  are the parameters
for the respetive motor primitives. These motor primitives are then omposed
to yield more omplex behaviors (e.g. aproah, avoid).
In general a pattern of ativity in the same retinotopi oordinates may ome
to represent very dierent things. Hene, the robot must deide on a ourse of
ation based on the integration of information urrently available in its sensory
system as well as on information learned during its previous interations within
the environment (disussed in next setion). The spei parameters f , b, and 
are omputed by the sensori-motor transformation proesses.
One of the entral features in the design of any robust autonomous system is
that learning must be integrated all over the omponents of the system ([3℄,[4℄).
As we have already desribed, most of the strutures in the robot's brain are
adaptive, inluding the following: self-alibration for orientation; unsupervised
learning of internal representations for objet reognition. We have also inluded
reinforement learning to assoiate approah/avoidane behaviors to the dieren-
t objets in the environment. We want BARTOLO to approah objets labelled
with rosses and avoid objets labelled with vertial bars, the others being neutral.
3 Results: Emerging Behaviors
Next we desribe the behaviors that emerge when BARTOLO is left to interat
with the laboratory environment where it inhabits.
 Obstale Avoidane (B1): BARTOLO learns to avoid olliding with the dif-
ferent obstales (inluding the walls). No ultra-sound sensor is used but the
avoidane behavior is triggered based only on the visual input. To failitate
the task of segmentation the oor has a distint olor than the walls.
Behavior Evolution: Initially the robot approahes any objet dierent from
the oor (inluding the walls) in a reative manner. We follow a onservative
approah in that initially it does not get too lose to the target objet and
then it is tuned to approah loser and loser while avoiding olliding.
 Dynami Goal Approah and Avoidane (B2): BARTOLO learns to orient,
approah and touh a subset of the objets in the environment as well as
avoid others. For the rest of the objets BARTOLO learns not to trigger
any spei response (the exploratory behavior takes ontrol). This behav-
ior results of: learning to reognize/disriminate objets, learning to orient
towards objets in its RF, learning to approah and learning the inheren-
t "semantis" of entities by reinforement (learning). Behavior Evolution:
Initially the robot is not able to disriminate between the dierent entities
in its environment so it approahes all of them. Eventually it learns to dis-
riminate whih ones provide positive reinforement and whih ones provide
negative reinforement.
4 General Priniples of Organization
 Self-organization: the autonomous robot is left to interat with the environ-
ment and, in the proess, onstruts its own internal representations of the
external entities rather than have them prewired by the system's designer.
 Synhronization for feature binding: Features belonging to the same external
entity should be bound together and segmented from those of other entities.
 Parellation: The dierent omponents of target loation (eentriity, eleva-
tion and depth) are handled through dierent hannels that an be disturbed
independently (Grobstein, 1988).
 Self-regulation: Autonomous ativity is self-regulated to obtain robustness
under varying onditions (f. ontinuous learning, developmental learning).
 Dynami goal generation: goals should be dynamially onstruted by the
system during its interation with the environment (f. internal drives and
motivations).
5 Conlusion
This paper presents a set of priniples of organization to design autonomous robots
inspired in those of their biologial \siblings". As a proof of onept we have
onstruted BARTOLO, an autonomous robot that learns approah/avoidane
behaviors. Thanks to the features of the biologial priniples of organization
the robot inherits the following features: exibility, robustnes and adaptability.
Future and work on progress inludes: path following behavior signaled by arrows,
omplex delayed reinforement, preditive learning for distal learning, and so on.
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